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Artificial Intelligence is creating lots of excitement, and in many ways, AI

and its applications are in use today. The daily headlines of AI

empowering the business and changing their way is indeed a real boost,

however, have you ever thought about “How AI is impacting our lives

outside the office?”. Today, we’re going to talk about A.I. Technologies that

are driving much of our attention with ground-breaking updates and

revolutionary changes. While there are many cool examples of Artificial

Intelligence prevailing, we will discuss top 10 Examples Of Artificial

Intelligence In Use Today which work very efficiently and in wondrous

ways.

The Popular Personal Assistant “Siri”:

It isn’t hard to recognize a popular female voice that keeps reminding you

about your daily routine. Yes, we are talking about “Siri,” Apple’s personal

assistant. Being capable of doing almost everything, ranging from

scheduling events, booking reservations, setting reminders, finding

information, making voice calls, and this list is extending with a lot more

functionality that was once thought to be nearly impossible. Probably, you

might also end up saying “Hey Siri you are the best” like Dwayne “The

Rock” in his popular advertisement for Apple iPhone 7. So, what exactly is

sitting behind Siri and making her the best is the “machine-learning

technology.” It understands the natural language of human and their

every question and requests to come up with perfect answers

instantaneously. Isn’t it the most iconic example of a gadget’s machine

learning abilities???

Top 10 Examples Of Artificial 

Intelligence In Use Today



The smart home hub “Alexa”:

The smart speaker from Amazon is playing music one time and is helping

you with recipe ideas the other time. The better sound quality and a less

industrial design of Amazon echo have contributed significantly to its

success. Alexa indeed took the world by storm when it was introduced, and

it soon reached a safe place in the living room of most of the houses. You

can shop, set alarms, browse the web for information, switch off the lights,

schedule appointments and what not? This most significant tech breakout

in recent memory is ready to follow your instructions and control your

smart home devices.

Enhanced customer experience with “Boxever”:

When every customer interaction is made smarter, isn’t it going to fetch

great business profits and especially in the travel industry? Boxever, a

company that uses machine learning algorithms to deliver seamless

customer experience in the travel industry that not only delights the

customer but also brings those micro-moments. This customer intelligence

cloud connects all customer, product and operational data through

machine learning and A.I helping business to find new and creative ways

to engage their customer in their travel journeys.
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A smart car for your garage “Tesla”:

Artificial intelligence is not restricting its boundary only to those palm-

sized gadgets instead shifting its wave towards the automobiles industry

too. Well, it is not the smart phones that are stealing the show but also the

smart automobiles that have started rooming on the road. If you are a car

geek then definitely Tesla would have grabbed your attention. Being

considered as one of the best automobiles till now, Tesla cars come with the

self-driving option, predictive capabilities, and more unimaginable cool

technologies. Overall, a new challenge has been set in the auto industry

with Artificial intelligence fueled Tesla cars.

Real-time conversational guidance “Cogito”:

Customer support representatives should effectively communicate and

build a connection with customers even when they are frustrated and

agitated. They should have the skills to have a productive and empathetic

exchange with the customer all while attempting to navigate their

systems, entering the data and comply with company policies. This job

comes with its own disadvantage of being stressful in nature, and only a

few professionals have the top-notch conversational skills and high

emotional intelligence to handle it. Cogito is the perfect solution to develop

emotional intelligence across a large organization effectively. Cogito

detects human signals and provides live behavioral guidance to improve

the quality of every customer interaction. Being a synthesis of machine

learning and behavioral science, Cogito can effectively bring in better

customer care and smarter sales.
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Musical DNA “Pandora” is enchanting our ears:

One of the most revolutionary techs that are melodiously ringing on our

ears with some incredible tracks is Pandora. Keeping 450 musical

attributes in mind, the team of expert musicians analyzes each song

individually. This DNA of music uses AI and Machine learning to find

music recommendations that would go unnoticed by the people but can be

inherently loved. With every bit of information about the user’s interest,

music is played according to their likes and recommendations are made at

a reasonable time frame. Are you now ready to build your own musical

station based on your musical interest in Pandora?

The learning thermostat “Nest”:

Anticipating your personal needs and adjusting the temperature at your

home and office would be the most convenient thing. Isn’t it? Nest, the

learning thermostat is now a Google product can be voice controlled by our

most favorite Alexa. It is a wonderful implication of AI that uses

behavioral algorithms to learn from your heating and cooling needs

predictively. That is not it; Nest cameras have already hit the market in

using them for surveillance or a pet cam.
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Enjoy the visual treat with “Netflix”:

Well, Netflix needs no introduction at all. We always enjoy films and

serials from Netflix while sitting conveniently on the couch of your home.

But, what makes it unique is the predictive technology that is used in

Netflix which analyses billions of records and customer’s reaction to

suggest films. We should definitely accept the fact that this tech is getting

smarter and smarter day by day. Only disturbing fact that we notice about

Netflix is the smaller films going unnoticed under the shadow of big ones

hope this part will be shaped up as the tech grows more intelligent over

time.

Transitional A.I with “Amazon.com”:

Amazon, a popular online shopping place is getting smart with transitional

A.I. Online shopping is no longer a mere website showing the products but

there is a new genre of shopping emerging now, and simply a stroke knows

a lot about you. How could Amazon possibly predict what I want when I

just browse and did not even buy any stuff? That’s where the algorithm

comes into work. These algorithms are getting refined more and more and

use data from your prior Amazon activity, including time on site, links

clicked, duration of views, shopping cart activity, products browsed and

wish lists.
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attributes in mind, the team of expert musicians analyzes each song
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music is played according to their likes and recommendations are made at
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station based on your musical interest in Pandora?

The learning thermostat “Nest”:

Anticipating your personal needs and adjusting the temperature at your

home and office would be the most convenient thing. Isn’t it? Nest, the

learning thermostat is now a Google product can be voice controlled by our

most favorite Alexa. It is a wonderful implication of AI that uses

behavioral algorithms to learn from your heating and cooling needs

predictively. That is not it; Nest cameras have already hit the market in

using them for surveillance or a pet cam.

Concierge service with predictive algorithms “John Paul”:

David Amsellem, the founder of John Paul, is offering excellent class

concierge service with the use of advanced AI programs. They create

innovative loyalty programs for their clients as well as for employees.
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THE BRAIN INSPIRES A NEW TYPE OF 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

GERMAN RADIOLOGISTS ARE EAGER 

TO CO-CREATE THE FUTURE OF AI IN 

THEIR FIELD

APPLICATIONS OF DATA SCIENCE IN 

HEALTH CARE

USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO 

TRACK BIRD’S DARK-OF-NIGHT 

MIGRATIONS

BIG DATA PLATFORMS AND AI TOOLS 

FOR YOUR SMALL BUSINESS

Read

Read

Read

Read

Read

Interesting News Across The Globe

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/08/190809085729.htm
https://dataconomy.com/2019/07/german-radiologists-are-eager-to-co-create-the-future-of-ai-in-their-field/
https://soulpageit.com/applications-of-data-science-in-healthcare/
https://insidebigdata.com/2019/09/02/using-artificial-intelligence-to-track-birds-dark-of-night-migrations/
https://insidebigdata.com/2019/08/31/big-data-platforms-and-ai-tools-for-your-small-business/


DataHack Summit

DataHack Summit 2019, Bengaluru (Conference, Hack Day 

&Workshops)

India's Largest Applied Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

Conference.

This November, we are bringing together the futurists of Artificial

Intelligence & Machine Learning to achieve super intelligence only at

DataHack Summit 2019. Join us in this revolution to achieve

superintelligence!

EVENT NAME: DataHack Summit 2019

DATE: 13 - 16 November 2019 (4 days)

VENUE FOR CONFERENCE: NIMHANS Convention Centre, 

Bengaluru

Know More

https://www.meetup.com/analytics-vidhya-bangalore/events/262439257/


Job Listing

J Job Listings For 0 – 5 Years

Data Scientist

Narayana Health

Years: 0 - 5 Location: Bangalore

KeySkills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 30 August

Machine Learning Engineer

Near

Years: 2-4 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Python, R, Machine learning, Deep learning, JAVA.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 2 September

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1463892746/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1367534622/


Lead Data Scientist

Sig Tuple

Years: 2-4 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 2 September

Data Scientist

Accenture

Years: 2- 3 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Hadoop, Pig, R, SQL

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 30 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1163838336/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1427779148/


Data Scientist

Flipkart

Years: 2-5 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 30 August

Data Scientist

JDA Software

Years: 0- 5 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Exposure to python based NLP frameworks such as NLTK is

a plus

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 1 September
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1448158790/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1463892746/


Lead Data Scientist

Unbxd INC

Years: 2-5 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 30 August

Data Scientist

Cerner Corporation

Years: 3- 5 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Exposure to python based NLP frameworks such as NLTK is

a plus

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 28 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1368014229/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1422489204/


Job Listing For 5- 10 years

Senior Data Scientist

Sabare Corporation

Years: 5- 10 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 28 August

Data Scientist

Micro Focus

Years: 5- 10 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Coding Skills in SQL, Python, R.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 28 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1368014229/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1368014229/


Data Scientist

Deloitte India

Years: 3 -12 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Deep Expertise in either R / Python / SAS

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 30 August

Senior Data Scientist

New Era India

Years: 4- 9 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Exposure to python based NLP frameworks such as NLTK is

a plus

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 29 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1368014229/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1368014229/


Senior Data Scientist

Rakuten

Years: 8 -10 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Knowledge of RDBMS & no-SQL databases such as Hbase,

MongoDB etc

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 28 August

Job Listings For 10 -15 Years

Sr. Data Scientist

Mind Tree

Years:10- 15 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Exposure to python based NLP frameworks such as NLTK is

a plus

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 28 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1368014229/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1468680985/


Data Scientist

DocsApp

Years: 10 - 15 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 2 September

Data Scientist

Timber Solutions

Years:10 - 15 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Exposure to python based NLP frameworks such as NLTK is

a plus

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 31 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1471100351/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1468780838/


Data Scientist

Intellicar Telematics Private Limited

Years: 10 - 15 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: machine Learning, Python ,Deep learning, R, SQL.

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted On: 2 September

Data Scientist

Cisco

Years:10 - 15 Location: Bangalore

Key Skills: Exposure to python based NLP frameworks such as NLTK is

a plus

Salary: Not Disclosed Posted on: 28 August
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https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1471119101/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/1432809406/
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